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§1. INTRODUCTION 
LET M denote Minkowski space, the real 4-dimensional space-time continuum of special 
relativity. It is customary to think of M as having the topology of real 4-dimensional Eucli- 
dean space, although there are reasons why this is wrong. In particular: 
(1) The 4-dimensional Euclidean topology is locally homogeneous, whereas M is not; 
every point has associated with it a light cone separating space vectors from time vectors. 
(2) The group of all homeomorphisms of 4-dimensional Euclidean space is vast, and of 
no physical significance. 
In this paper we introduce another topology on M, which we call the fine topology. 
There are other possible choices for a topology for M, and we discuss ome of these briefly 
at the end of the paper, but our main choice is governed by the following intuitively desirable 
property: 
(3) The topology on M induces the 3-dimensional Euclidean topology on every space 
axis and the 1-dimensional Euclidean topology on every time axis. 
The fine topology on M is defined to be the finest topology satisfying property (3). 
Finest means the topology with most open sets. The 4-dimensional Euclidean topology 
also satisfies (3), and therefore the fine topology is finer than the 4-dimensional Euclidean 
topology (we shall show that it is strictly finer). The 4-dimensional Euclidean topology is 
neither the finest nor the coarsest topology satisfying (3), and there is no particular intuitive 
justification for it as a topology for M. Moreover, in contrast o the properties (I) and (2) 
above of the 4-dimensional Euclidean topology, the fine topology enjoys the properties: 
(1") The fine topology is not locally homogeneous, and the light cone through any 
point can be deduced from the fine topology. 
(2*) The group of all homeomorphisms of the fine topology is generated by the inhomo- 
geneous Lorentz group and dilatations. 
The proof of (2*) is the main result of this paper (see Theorem 3 below). Property 
(1") follows from (2*) (see Corollary 1 to Theorem 3). Both properties are highly significant 
from a physical point of view. In particular (2*) shows that the fine topology contains 
intrinsically the linear structure of M (see Corollary 2 to Theorem 3). It also contains 
intrinsically the inhomogeneous Lorentz group and consequently its representations, which 
are the basic invariants of physics. 
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Another physically interesting property of the fine topology is as follows. We may 
regard the path of a particle as a continuous map f :  I~  M from the unit interval I into M, 
with the property that if x < y in/ ,  then the vectorfy - fx  is time like and oriented towards 
the future. If M is given the 4-dimensional Euclidean topology, then the image of such a 
map can be very pathological, and everywhere non-analytic (i.e. physically meaningliness). 
But if M is endowed with the fine topology, then the image of such a map is piecewise 
linear, consisting of a finite number of straight intervals along time axes, exactly like the 
path of a freely moving particle under a finite number of collisions (see Theorem 2). There 
is the criticism that the topology does not allow for accelerating particles moving under 
forces in curved lines, but this criticism is met by the reminder that we are dealing with 
special relativity. In general relativity there ought to be an analogous theorem to the effect 
that./'/is piecewise geodesic rather than piecewise linear. 
A further interesting property of the fine topology is that the topology induced on any 
light ray is discrete. Intuitively this says that the track of a photon is not a continuous path: 
we have no evidence of a photon other than the discrete vents of its emission and absorption. 
On the other hand a wave-front has the ordinary induced topology of a surface. In other 
words the induced topology on a light cone is subtle, and a function on Minowski Space 
that is not continuous in the 4-dimensional Euclidean topology because of discontinuity on 
the light cone, might well become continuous in the fine topology. 
From a topologist's point of view the fine topology looks technically complicated 
because, although it is Hausdorff, being finer than the Euclidean topology, it is not normal 
(see remark after Lemma 1); and although it is connected and locally connected it is not 
locally compact, nor does any point have a countable base of neighbourhoods. However 
these disadvantages are outweighed by the physical advantages described above. 
§2. GENERALIZATIONS 
There are four directions in which we suggest the results might be generalised. 
(1) For general relativity. 
(2) Towards a global theory, piecing together local coordinate systems. The local topo- 
logical structure is so powerful as to carry a linear structure, that this restricts the piecing 
together maps, and so imposes a severe limitation on what sort of "manifold" the universe 
can be. 
(3) The fine topology on M suggests the possibility of a similar fine topology on the 
inhomogeneous Lorentz group. Any representation f the latter with the Lie group topology 
would afortiori be a representation with a finer topology, but not necessarily conversely. 
In other words there is a possibility of finding further epresentations of the inhomogeneous 
Lorentz group. 
(4) A Theory of "fine-analytic" functions on Minkowski space. A function is fine- 
analytic if its restriction to each space and time axis is analytic. Thus a function which is 
analytic except for singularities on the light cone, may be fine-analytic everywhere. 
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§3. DEFINITION OF M 
We define the structure of  M as follows. Let M = R 4, 4-dimensional real Euclidean 
space. Let Q denote the characteristic quadratic form on M given by 
Q=x20-x  2 -x2  2 -x  2, where x=(x  o ,x l ,x2 ,x3)  eM.  
Let < be the partial ordering on M given by x < y if the vector y - x is time like, that is to 
say Q(y - x) > 0, and oriented towards the future, Xo < Yo. Let G be the group of auto- 
morphisms of M given by 
(i) The Lorentz group (all linear maps leaving Q invariant) 
(ii) Translations 
(iii) Dilatations (multiplication by a scalar). 
Every element of  G either preserves or reverses the partial ordering. Therefore the subset 
Go of elements that preserve the partial ordering is a subgroup of index 2 in G. We shall 
need to use the following theorem, proved in [1]. 
THEOREM 1. The group of automorphisms of the set M preserving the partial ordering 
is G O .
We write M = R x R 3 and call R = R x 0 the time axis, and R 3 = 0 x R 3 the space 
axis. So far we have given a bias towards the initial coordinate system. We want to consider 
properties that are invariant under G (or Go). Therefore we must give equal weight to any 
other coordinate system g : R 4 ~ M,  g ff G. In this coordinate system the time and space 
axes are gR and gR 3. 
I f  x ~ M then the following three cones through x are invariant under G. 
Light Cone CL(x) = {y; Q(y - x) = O} 
Time Cone cr (x )={y;y=xorQ(y -x )>O} 
Space Cone CS(x) ={y;y=xorQ(y -x )<O} 
A line through x is called a light ray, a time axis or a space line according to which cone 
it lies in. 
§4. THE 4-DIMENSIONAL EUCLIDEAN TOPOLOGY 
Let M e denote M endowed with the 4-dimensional Euclidean topology. Let p denote 
the Euclidean metric 
p(x, y) = [(x 0 - yo) z + (xl - yl)  2 + (x2 - y2) 2 + (x3 -- ya)2] ~. 
Note that we shall make no use of  the skew metrict associated with Q. Given x e M and 
> 0, let N~(x) denote the Euclidean e-neighbourhood of x, given by 
N~(x) = {y; p(x, y) < e}. 
The Euclidean e neighbourhoods of  x form a base of  neighbourhoods in the Euclidean 
topology. 
t In fact calling the form Q a "metric" is an abuse of language. 
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§5. THE FINE TOPOLOGY 
The 4-dimensional Euclidean topology of M E induces the 1-dimensional Euclidean 
topology on every time axis gR, and the 3-dimensional Euclidean topology on every space 
axis gR 3, where g e G. The fine topology of M is defined to be the finest topology on 
M with this property. Let M r denote M endowed with the fine topology. A set U ~ M is 
open in M r if and only if U c~ gR, U ca gR 3 are open in gR, gR 3 respectively for each 
g ~ G. As examples of sets that are open in M r, but not open in M e, we define the fine 
e-neighbourhoods, Ne,(x), of a point x e M as follows: 
Nf(x) = N (x) (CT(x) • CS(x)). 
In other words N[(x) is obtained from Ny(x) by removing the light cone and replacing the 
point x. We verify that N~(x) is open in M~ as follows. Let A be a space or time axis. Then 
t N~(x) c~A, if xeA  Nf(x) A = 
[ (N~(x) -Cr (x ) )nA ,  if xCA 
and both the right-hand sides are open in A because both N[(x), N[(x) - Cr(x) are open in 
M E , and hence also in M e . 
However, the fine e-neighbourhoods of x do not form a base of neighbourhoods of x 
in the fine topology. For example if a Zeno sequence (the definition of Zeno sequence is
given below) is removed from a fine e-neighbourhood f x, then what is left in an open 
neighbourhood of x containing no fine e-neighbourhood. 
LEMMA 1. The topology on a light ray induced from M r is discrete. 
Proof. Given a point x on the light ray 2, then a neighbourhood of x in 2 is given by 
N[(x) c~ 2 = x. Hence x is open in 2. Therefore 2 is discrete. 
Remark. Let X, Y be the subsets of one particular light ray corresponding to the rational, 
irrational points with respect o some linear parameter on the light ray. Since a light ray is 
closed in M F it follows from Lemma 1 that X, Y are closed subsets of M F. Using measure 
theory, one can show that X meets the closure of any open set containing Y. Therefore the 
fine topology is not normal. 
§6. ZENO SEQUENCES 
In honour of Zeno's paradox about Achilles and the tortoise we define a Zeno sequence 
converging to z to be a disjoint sequence Z = {zn} of points in M that converges zn ~ z in 
M E but does not converge in M r. In other words every Euclidean eighbourhood fz meets 
Z, but there is a fine neighbourhood of z not meeting Z. Thus Z is a closed subset of M r 
but not closed in M r . 
Example (1). Zeno light sequence. Given z e M, let {2~} be a sequence of light rays 
through z (not necessarily distinct). Choose z~ e 2, - z such that p(z, z~) ~ 0 Then zn -~ z 
in M e. But z~-~z in M r because any fine e-neighbourhood f z contains no z~. Therefore 
{zn} is a Zeno sequence. In particular if 2, = 2 for all n we have a Zeno sequence converg- 
ing to z down a single light ray. 
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Example (2). Zeno time sequence. Let {,l,} be a distinct sequence of time lines through z
(this time we insist upon distinctness). Construct z, ~ z in M e as in the last example. To 
verify that Z = (z,} is a Zeno sequence it suffices to show that Z meets every time or space 
axis, A, finitely, and hence is closed in M F. Suppose Z meets A infinitely. Then Z c~ A con- 
verges in A since Z is bounded and A complete. Therefore z ~ A. But if A is a space axis 
through z then Z c~ A is Z ,  and if A is a time axis then Z n A is at most one point by 
construction. The contradiction shows that Z meets A finitely. 
Example (3). Zeno space sequence. Let {2,} be a distinct sequence of space lines through 
z such that at most a finite number lie in any space axis (such a sequence can be chosen 
inductively). Then proceed as in the previous example. 
The use that we make of Zeno sequence is the following Lemma. 
LEMMA 2. I f  X is compact and f : X ~ M r is continuous then fX  contains no Zeno 
sequence. 
Proof. Suppose fX  = Z, where Z is a Zeno sequence. Thenf - lZ  is closed in X because 
Z is closed in M r. Therefore f -  1Z is compact. Therefore its imagef ( f -  1Z) = Z is compact. 
But Z contains no accumulation point of itself, and so the topology induced on Z by M r 
is discrete. Therefore Z is a discrete infinite set, and so is non-compact. The contradiction 
implies that fX  75 Z. 
THEOREM 2. Let f :  I ~ M r be a continuous map of the unit interval I into M r. I f  f is 
strictly order preserving (i.e. x < y implies fx  < fy) then the image f l  is a piecewise linear 
path, consisting of a finite number of intervals along time axes. 
Remark 1. We do not say that the mapf i s  piecewise linear, but only that the imagef I  
is piecewise linear, because there are obvious counter examples. However we can deduce 
that, g ivenfas in the theorem, then there is a homeomorphism g : I - -* /such thatfg : I~  M 
is a piecewise linear embedding. 
Remark 2. As mentioned in the introduction the physical significance of the theorem is 
that f I  is the path of a freely moving particle under a finite number of collisions. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Let x =f0 .  We claim that there exists e > 0 such that f[0, e] lies 
along a time axis through x. For suppose not. We shall construct a Zeno time sequence 
{z,} converging to x in the image f I ,  contradicting Lemma 2. We shall construct {z,} 
inductively and so assume z~ defined for i > n. Let g be the composition of the three con- 
tinuous maps: 
(0,1/n)--~ y M r - x ~ M e - x ~ p3 
where 1 is the identity, p3 is the real projective space of lines through x, and p the natural 
projection. Let Y = g(0, 1/n). By our supposition Yis not a single point, and Y is connected 
being the image of a connected set. Therefore Y contains a continuum of points. Choose 
y ~ Y, y ~p(zi),  for i < n. Choose z, ep - l (y )  nf (O,  l/n). Since f is order preserving, 
x < z, and so xz, is a time axis. Since f -  lz, --* 0, it follows that z, ~ x in M r, and hence also 
in M E, and so {z,} is the required Zeno time sequence. Therefore the above claim is 
substantiated. 
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Apply the same technique to either side of each point o f / ,  and we have that each point 
in I has a neighbourhood J in I such that f J  consists of 1 or 2 time intervals. Cover I by a 
finite number of such neighbourhoods and the Theorem follows. 
To prove the statement in Remark 1, observe that I is decomposed into a finite number of 
subintervals, 1, say, such that each lr is mapped by fonto  an interval J ,  in a strictly order- 
preserving fashion. Therefore f :  I r ~ Jr is a homeomorphism, and so there is a homeomor- 
phism g, : I ,  ~ I,  keeping the ends fixed such that fg ,  : I, ~ Jr is linear. The individual 
gr's combine to give g : I~  I such that fg : I~  M is piecewise linear. 
We now proceed to prove that G is the group of homeomorphisms of M r. For this we 
need to prove some preliminary Lemmas. The main idea is to prove that any homeomor- 
phism is first locally order preserving (or reversing) and then globally order preserving (or 
reversing), so that we can then appeal to Theorem 1. The proof uses the same techniques as 
the proof of Theorem 2, except that we are having to prove the vital order preserving 
property rather than being given it as part of the hypothesis. 
Definition. By a closed time subcone ^  through x we mean a subset of CT(X), which is 
the union of time axes through x, and which is closed in M E or M r (it makes no difference 
to the definition whether we use M E or MF). Two examples that we shall use are: 
Example 1. ^ is a single time axis. 
Example 2. Let 2,/~ be two time axes through x, and let A be the subcone in the plane 
of 2 and/z bounded by 2 and/~. (There is no ambiguity about which of the two subcones 
bounded by 2 and # is meant, because the other one contains space lines and so is not a 
union of time axes.) 
Let B 3 denote the closed 3-ball in R 3 with centre the origin 0, and radius e. In particular 
denote by B 3 = B 3, the unit ball. 
LEMMA 3. Let f :  B 3, 0 ~ M r, x be an embedding, and let A be a closed time subcone 
through x. Then there exists e > 0 such that fB3~ c~ ^  = x. 
Proof. Suppose not. We shall construct a Zeno time sequence {z,} converging to x in 
the image o f fB  3, thereby contradicting Lemma 2. Assume zl chosen for i < n. Let g be the 
composition 
B 3_Of  M l : _x  I__~M E_x  p._~p 3 
Let e = 1/n and consider the image 
Y = g(B2 - 0). 
Now Y meets p(^ - x) by our supposition that the Lemma is false. Y does not consist of a 
single point, because a 3-ball cannot be embedded in a line, and Y is connected. Therefore 
Y contains a continuum of points in any neighbourhood of p(^ - x). In partieular Y 
contains an infinite number of points corresponding to time axes through x. Choose y E Y 
corresponding to a time axis not containing any z~, i < n, and choose z, Ep - l (y )  n fB~.  
Then z{,} is the required Zeno time sequence i n fB  3. 
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LEMMA 4. Let h : Mr-- ,  M r be a homeomorphism, and let xy be an interval on a time 
axis. Then there exists a point z in between x and y such that h(xz) is contained in a time 
axis. 
Proof  There are two possibilities. Either (i) there exists some z between x and y such 
that h(xz) is contained in a line through hx, or else (ii) there is no such z. 
We consider case (ii) first. In this case, using the same argument as in the proof  of  
Theorem 2, we can choose a sequence {z,} between x and y, such that z, ~ x, and such that 
if 2, is the line joining hx to hz, then the {2,} are all distinct. By restricting attention to a 
subsequence if necessary, we may assume that the {2,) are either all light rays, or all time 
axes, or all space lines. In the first two cases the sequence {hz.} is a Zeno light or time 
sequence in the image of  xy, contradicting Lemma 2. In the third case when {2,) are all 
space lines, we claim that not more than a finite number of  them lie in any space axis. For 
otherwise choose B 3 to be a ball in this space axis with centre hx. Then if ^ denotes the 
time line xy, the embedded h-1 : B 3 ~ M e violates Lemma 3. Therefore our claim is true, 
and so {hz.} is a Zeno space sequence, again violating Lemma 2. Therefore case (ii) is proved 
impossible, and we are left with case (i). 
Let 2 be the line containing h(xz) postulated by case (i). Then 2 cannot be a light ray 
otherwise it would contain a Zeno light sequence, contradicting Lemma 2. Nor  can 2 be a 
space line, otherwise choose B 3 ~ h(xz) and then h -  ~ : B 3 ---+ M r violates Lemma 3. Hence 
2 is a time axis, and Lemma 4 is proved. 
Definition. Let h : M r -~ M r be a homeomorphism and let xy be an interval on a time 
axis. We say that hpreserves or reverses the orientation o fxy  according to whether the sign of  
(hz)o - (hx)o 
z o - -  X o 
is positive or negative, where z is some point between x and y such that h(xz) is contained in 
a time axis. Such a point z exists by Lemma 4, and the definition is independent of  the point 
of  z because h maps xz homeomorphical ly onto (hx)(hz). 
L ~  5. Let h : M r ~ M r be a homeomorphism and let xy, xy' be time axes. Then h 
either preserves both or reverses both the orientations of  xy, xy'. 
Proof  Suppose not. Suppose xy, xy' are both orientated the same way, and that h 
preserves the orientation of  one and reverses the orientation of  the other. (The case with 
xy, xy' are orientated oppositely, one towards the future and one towards the past, is 
obtained by considering h-1.) Let ^ be the closed time subcone through x consisting of  all 
time axis through x meeting the interval yy'. 
Choose a space axis R 3 through hx, and let B 3 be the unit ball in R 3, centre hx. Apply 
Lemma 3 to the embedding h-1 : B 3 --+ Mr;  then we can choose e > 0 such that h- lB  3 n 
^ = x. By Lemma 4 choose z, z' on xy, xy' such that h(xz), h(xz') are contained in time 
axes through hx. Let A 3 be a 3-simplex in R 3 with barycentre hx containing B 3. Let A 4 
be the 4-simplex joining A 3 to hz. I f  we choose A 3 sufficiently large then all the faces of  
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A 4 will lie in space axes, and hence the topology induced on the boundary d A 4 from 
M r will be that of the 3-sphere S3. Let g denote the composition 
S 3=aA 4 n -1  M e 1 ,M e" 
Since g is a continuous 1-1 map from a compact space to a Hausdorff space it is an embed- 
ding. Therefore since Nr,(x), rl varying, form a base of neighbourhoods for x in ME(x), the 
inverse image g- lN[ (x)  form a base of neighbourhoods for hx in ~A 4. 
Now M r - ~A 4 consists of two arc-connected components. We claim that M r - aA 4 
also consists of two arc-connected components, because any two points both inside A 4 or 
both outside A 4 can be arc-connected by a polygonal path along time axes or space lines. 
Let U be the interior component of M F - ~ A 4. The U contains the interior of h(xz) but 
does not meet the interior of h(xz'); this is the essential point where we use our fallacious 
supposition that the h preserves one orientation and reverses the other. Hence h-  1 U contains 
the interior of xz but does not meet the interior of xz'. 
But since 
• ^)  - h-l( A ") = n ^)  - 
we have that some interior points of xz are connected to some interior points of xz' by paths 
along space lines in N[(x) c~ ^  which do not meet x, and hence do not meet h-l(~A4). 
Therefore since h- IU  is the arc-component of M r -  h-l(~A '~) containing the interior of 
xz, it must meet the interior of xz'. This contradiction proves the Lemma. 
LEMMA 6. Let h : M r ~ M r be a homeomorphism. Then h either preserves the partial 
ordering or reverses it. 
Proof. Suppose x < y and suppose h preserves the orientation of xy. For each point 
z E xy, there is a neighbourhood J of z in xy such that hJ consists of one or two intervals 
along time axes (apply Lemma 4 to zx and zy). By compactness cover h by a finite number 
of such neighbourhoods, giving a sequence. 
g=Zo<Zl  ~ ... <Zn= y 
such that h(zz_ ~z~) is a time interval for each i. By our supposition that h preserves the orienta- 
tion of xy, we have that hzo < hz~. Inductively assume hzz_: < hzz: then apply Lemma 5 
to the pair z~z~_:, z~z~+~ and we deduce hz~ < hz~+~. Therefore by composing we have 
hx < hy. 
Similarly, if x < y and h reverses the orientation of xy then hx > hy. 
Now suppose x < y and x' < y'. Choose y" such that x < y" and x' < y'. Then by 
Lemma 5, h either preserves both or reverses both the orientation of xy, xy". Therefore if 
hx < hy then hx < hy", and similarly we must also have, hx' < hy" and hx' < hy'. Therefore 
hx < hy implies hx' < by' for all x' < y', and so h preserves the entire partial ordering. 
Alternatively, if hx > hy then h reverses the partial ordering. 
THEOREM 3. The group of homeomorphisms of M r is G. 
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Proof. First we observe that the topology of M e is defined invariantly under G, and so 
any element of G is a homeomorphism. Conversely we must show that any homeomorphism 
h : M F ~ M r is an element of G. Let g e G be the element corresponding to time reflection. 
Then by Lemma 6 either h or gh preserves the partial ordering and so is an element of Go 
by Theorem 1. Therefore the group of homeomorphisms is the group generated g and G o, 
which is G. 
COROLLARY 1. The light, time and space cones through a point can be deduced from the 
topology. 
Proof. Given x e M, let G x be the group of homeomorphisms of M keeping x fixed. 
By Theorem 2, Gx is generated by the Lorentz group and dilatations. Therefore there are 
exactly four orbits under Gx, namely the point x and the three cones minus x. 
COROLLARY 2. The linear structure of M can be deduced from the fine topology. 
Proof. We must be careful in this proof of what our symbols mean. By M F we mean 
only the topological space, with no other structure. By the linear structure on the set M we 
mean the family H of co-ordinate systems h : R 4 -~ M. H has the property that if h e H, 
then H = hG. Given M r we recover H by definining H to be the set of all homeomorphisms 
from R 4 endowed with the fine topology onto M F. I f  h, h t ~ H then h-lhx e G by the 
theorem, and so H = hG, as desired. 
Remark. In particular the straight line through two points of M is the fixed point set of 
the subgroup of all homeomorphisms of M F keeping the two given points fixed. The Corol- 
lary above actually gives us more than this: it gives us not only the line, as a subset, but the 
linear structure on the line. 
§7. ALTERNATIVE TOPOLOGIES FOR M 
Example 1. The finest topology that induces the 1-dimensional Euclidean topology on 
every time axis. An open neighbourhood of x e M is given by N~(x) c~ CT(x). It follows that 
the induced topology on any space axis is discrete, which is suggestive of the discreteness of
matter. This topology satisfies Theorem 2 and has a further physically attractive feature as 
follows: I f  f :  I ~ M be an embedding (not necessarily order preserving) then f !  is a piece- 
wise linear path along time axes, zig-zagging with respect to time orientation like the 
Feynman track of an electron. 
We conjecture that Theorem 3 is also true for this topology Lemma 4 is easy to prove 
but Lemma 5 seems to be difficult. 
Example 2. The finest topology that induces the 3-dimensional Euclidean topology on 
every space axis. The induced topology on every time axis is discrete. Again we conjecture 
Theorem 3. 
Example 3. The topology on M given by the base of open sets N~(x), x ~ M ~ > O. 
This is coarser than M F but finer than M r. It resembles M F in having properties (1") (2*) 
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and (3) of the introduction, and satisfying Theorem 3, but it fails to satisfy Theorem 2, 
and so although it is technically simpler than M r in having a countable base of neighbour- 
hoods for each point, it is intuitively less attractive than M F. There are analogous topologies 
coarser than Examples 1 and 2 above. 
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